Congratulations Tom Ramsay

On Thursday 15th of October Tom competed at the state Athletics championships in Sydney. Tom did extremely well and came 2nd in his long jump by jumping an incredible 3.28 metres which means Tom will now compete at National Level in Canberra. This is an amazing achievement for Tom and Bonshaw Public School. Congratulations Tom.
Bonshaw students and staff were surprised to see a very unwelcome visitor on Wednesday. This large specimen decided to slither through the grounds during lunch break. Luckily students had completed some snake safety lessons the previous week and were aware of the danger. We thank the brave fathers and Mrs Magann for relocating the snake to a much more appropriate site.

A Day in the Garden

Students (and staff) had a very productive day in the garden recently. They dug and mulched and planted and sowed. This is part of our Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden program and has proven to be a huge success. The garden should now produce some lovely summer vegetables, including: carrots, zucchini, cucumbers, corn, and much more.

Our fruit trees planted last year have taken off and may even produce their first fruits this year.

A very exhausting day!